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NATURE’S
CANVAS
A new home and neighborhood
near Stillwater prove that nature
provides the best design direction.
by shawn gilliam
photogr aphs by spacecr af ting
Farming 120 acres of land near Stillwater for
10 years—and mentoring immigrant farmers on the land for nearly 15 more—has given
David Washburn an intimate understanding
of nature’s nuances. “The views here are quite
extraordinary,” says Washburn, the longtime
owner of Minneapolis’s former Valcucine

kitchen showroom. “Our goal has always been
not to screw it up.”
Builder and business partner Bob Appert
jumped to join him in developing the farm,
along with an adjacent 200 acres they acquired
three years ago, to become a neighborhood
called White Oaks Savanna. “I knew right
away it was something special,” Appert says.
They worked closely with landscape architect Travis Van Liere on deciding how to site
the houses. “They’re like cutouts in this preserved rolling prairie grassland,” Washburn
says. Construction on the first one wrapped up
in September. “It provides the perfect example
of how we want to nestle all the houses into the
landscape,” Washburn says. “You feel that right
away—the house comes and goes and almost
disappears as you drive down the road.” Here
are four other takeaways from the design team.

limit focal points Without question,
the views are the star of the show for this home,
something the design team recognized from
the start. The dining room (left) is “a pure,
minimalist space that’s pretty much just a table,
chairs, and three walls of glass,” Strom says.
The same principle of simplicity applies to the
home’s interior design as a whole. “I love what
we did from a color and furnishings standpoint—
they’re not trying to be the most important part
of any space,” Frisk says. “It’s about falling back
and letting the landscape be the focal point.” In
a home where the landscape isn’t paramount,
she says, the focal point could shift to another
feature, such as a standout backsplash or
wallcovering detail.
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local and family owned home furnishings destination

Your home can be beautiful, let
us discover what that means
for you. -Tom Ellis, Co-Owner
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don’t rule out a living room, but make it livable Architect Christopher Strom was
tempted to forgo a separate living room in the 3,500-square-foot house, but the owners wanted a space
where they could have a conversation while kids played in the family room (right). Here and elsewhere,
“color is held back, which works well when a home isn’t too large,” interior designer Christine Frisk says,
noting that main-level walls are all painted a Sherwin-Williams beige called Drift of Mist. Pattern in the
living room rug from Legacy Looms at IMS helps hide soiling, and the floors are white oak. “It’s such a
hard-wearing material that can be easily refinished down the road,” Frisk says.
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Reflecting your aesthetic and values through the
interior environment with our expert design
services. Collaborate on a custom upholstered
piece or redefine your whole home with us.

541 Selby Ave, Saint Paul - aesthetichomeMN.com
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acknowledge
the realities
of wear and
tear Strom and

his team planned
the open kitchen,
dining room, and
family room (right)
for maximum function
and fun. “This is
where the family
lives every single
day—preparing
meals, playing with
toys, watching TV,”
he says. Furnishings
are comfortable and,
perhaps surprisingly,
mostly commercial.
That allows for
maximum wear- and
stain-resistance, says
Frisk, and many of the
pieces, including the
dining room table and
yellow family room
chair, come from her
showroom, Fuse, at
IMS. “We knew not
to treat this structure
like a work of art,”
Frisk says. “They’re
going to live hard in
these spaces.”

FINAL PHASE
NOW OPEN!

Association Maintained
Neighborhood. Model homes
open by appointment.

Prices subject to change without notice.
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note that a simple exterior can
be stunning Strom’s team designed the

home as if it were on a lake or river, with two
“fronts.” The front facing the road (left) features
two types and orientations of composite wood
siding, all of it horizontal except for at the entry,
where it’s vertical. A roof of asphalt shingles with
a heavier-than-standard thickness looks sharp
but is substantially less expensive than slate,
standing-seam metal, or wood shakes. And then
there’s the eight-foot window on the garage. “The
larger window makes the garage feel smaller
and the house more like a cottage,” Strom says.
“There’s a little bit of cost to it, but less than tons
of architectural detail.”

architecture: Christopher Strom
and Eric Johnson, Christopher Strom
Architects, 3308 Gorham Ave., St.
Louis Park, 612-961-9093, christopherstrom.
com // interior designer: Christine Frisk,
InUnison Design, IMS, Ste. 270, Mpls., 612-6591775, inunisondesign.com // builder: Bob
Appert, Redstone Architectural Homes, 3432
Denmark Ave., Ste. 440, Eagan, 651-454-4297,
redstonearchitecturalhomes.com // landscape
architect: Travis Van Liere, Travis Van Liere
Studio, 211 N. 1st St., Ste. 350, Mpls., 612-3454275, tvlstudio.com

Twin Homes starting in the low $900’s
Villas starting in the mid $900’s
NEW! Row Style Town Homes starting in the low $700’s

CALL TODAY!
Jeff Bergom
612-799-5057

Proudly serving as the Owner,
Contractor, & Broker at Legacy Oaks.

RonClark.com

Broker Lic # 20070726 | Contractor MN Lic# 1220
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